
How to Teach English to 
Beginners



Who do we call Beginners?



● Absolute Beginner

● False Beginner

● The beginner with/without 

second language learning 

experience

● Adult Beginner

● Young Beginner (YL)

Types of Beginners



What are the difficulties?

- frustrating

- cannot understand anything

- different expectations

- different previous experience

- low sense of self-esteem

- feel infantilized

- illiterate in Roman script



- Teacher Talk

- Instructions

- L1

- explanations

- visuals

- drills

- short activities/change of 

pace

- scaffolding

How do we teach them?



Keep it simple!

Mime

Use gestures

Be silent if you can!

Prepare your speech 

beforehand!

Teacher Talk



Giving and checking 
instructions

Brief!

Separate the instructions with pauses

Simplify!

Use gestures

Demonstrate rather than explain

Check!

Prepare them beforehand!



Giving Instructions

e.g. “What do you think this is?” → “What is this?”

1. Now we are going to listen to this story and answer these questions here, so let’s listen first and 

then answer them. OK?

2. So, first we’ll read this text over here and then we will answer the questions after the text. Do you 

understand?

3. What I’d like you to do in a minute, if you could just listen to me for a second, I’d like you to look at 

this worksheet (T distributes worksheet) and look at the sentences like ‘find someone who likes 

cycling’, then stand up and ask everyone if they like cycling, then if they do, write their name and if 

they don’t ask someone else, then ask different people different questions and try to find someone 

for each sentence, all right? Ask questions and find the people… Stand up, you’ve got 5 minutes.

4. Glance over this text and answer the questions.



To use or not to use L1?

• Putting learners into 

groups or pairs

• Explaining a grammar 

point

• Giving instructions

• Getting students to pay 

attention and listen

• Teaching vocabulary



Drills



T: coffee? 
Ls: coffee? 
T: a cup of coffee? 
Ls: a cup of coffee? 
T: like a cup of coffee? 
Ls: like a cup of coffee? 
T: Would you like a cup of coffee? 
Ls: Would you like a cup of coffee? 

T: I usually go to the supermarket on Friday.
Ls: I usually go to the supermarket on 
Friday.
T: always
L1: I always go to the supermarket on Friday.
T: Mosque
L2: I always go to the mosque on Friday.
T: the park
L3: I always go the park on Friday.
T: Monday
L4: I always go to the park on Monday.
T: she
L5: She always goes to the park on Monday.
T: Do you?
L6: Do you always go to the park on 
Monday?

Backchaining                    Substitution 
Drill    



Vanishing Dialogue



Vanishing Dialogue



Vanishing Dialogue



What to teach?

1. Greetings

2.Useful phrases

3.Personalized language

4.What do they need?

5.Functional language

6.Basic grammar (situational PPP)

7.Vocabulary

8.Basic dialogue building

9.Easy listening

10.Very short reading passages



Materials

Textbooks

Supplementary materials:

- listening 

- reading

- jokes

- picture stories

Authentic materials 



Peter Grundy ‘Beginners’

Learn, practice, repeat!

Try and error

CPD

Learning teaching Beginners



Conclusion



Question time!



eng school — https://skyeng.ru

teach — http://skyteach.ru

Job application — http://job.skyeng.ru

https://skyeng.ru/
http://skyteach.ru/
http://job.skyeng.ru/

